Community Design Studio Presents

Design with Nature

a Leadership by Design camp

- **Get outside** on the grounds of Latino Community Services and develop new design + build skills during this week-long camp.

- **Experience** local and global ecology, mapping, and nature.

- **Collaborate** with LCS leadership, local landscape architects, urban planners, and graphic designers as we test prototypes that welcome visitors and connect neighbors to the outdoors.

- **Experiment** with art, natural materials, digital media, power tools, and interactive elements.

- **Earn digital badges** to boost your resume.

---

**Camp Details**

**JUNE 20-24, 2022**

**9AM-3PM**

**M,T,W,F @ LATINO COMMUNITY SERVICES**

**THURS. BUILD @ MIXXER**

**HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS REGISTER NOW!**

HTTPS://BIT.LY/CDS-LBD-1

---

**High School Students**

- **Register Now!**

--
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